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Abstract

Behavior-Driven Development (BDD) is an agile software development best practice [1, 2]. BDD is basically a technique for building applications by determining acceptance tests as drivers for system development [3]. BDD focuses on the deliverable of system development behavior. It ensures that the developers and domain expert use the same language [4]. Solis et al [1] identified six characteristics of BDD: (1) Ubiquitous language; (2) Iterative decomposition process; (3) Plain text description with user story and scenario templates; (4) Automated acceptance testing with mapping rules; (5) Readable behavior oriented specification code; (6) Behavior driven at different phases. The same philosophy is also possessed by Test Driven Development [5, 6]. Testing techniques in agile software development usually apply Unit-testing and Test-Driven Development [7]. This type of technique is used to test low level units such as methods or components. Over time, automated testing that tests the combination of business logic and GUIs appears in BDD [8]. The acceptance testing can be a driver to create software that is suitable to user requirements and it could identify some problems [9]. The acceptance testing can be done by ordinary users. The testers could conduct acceptance testing and they could interact with the results directly.

Software testing can be done manually or automatically. The manual testing is done if all the activities are carried out by the testers, for example entering data and interacting with the object's page elements. While automatic testing has many advantages that are not possessed by manual testing, for example [10]: automatic testing can be done repeatedly in a short time, it is reusable because it can be done in various version [11], it can shorten the time when interacting with object elements, the automatic testing uses the script to be executed so that it does not need a lot of testers, the testing tools can find the location of the errors / bugs more specific, it can use the script so that automatic testing can use computer logic operations. Haugset et al [8] said that Automated Acceptance Testing (AAT) was more efficient in cost and also developers had more confidence using AAT.

However, automatic acceptance testing emphasizes the testers must run the testing tools correctly and prepare test-cases beforehand so it can be understood by the testing tools. A testing model is needed to help testers in

I. INTRODUCTION
identifying the acceptance testing which they want to conduct. The Behavior-Driven Development (BDD) model can be a solution to this problem. Based on the research [1], one of the characteristics of the BDD model is that it can automate the acceptance testing with mapping (mapping). The acceptance testing using the BDD model can identify the specifications of the system formed in the scenario; the scenario will verify the interaction behavior that occurs in the test object.

Currently, there are many tools that can automatically perform acceptance testing, such as codeception (https://codeception. C. F. E. S. C. O. M/). Codeception can implement user acceptance testing with a viewpoint of user desires and conditions using the BDD development model. Codeception only works on testing web-based software. Lazar [4] exploited Eclipse-based development tools to develop forml components using BDD approach. Carrera et.al [12] developed BElavioral Agent Simple Testing (BEAST) framework which was able to produce a test case based on BDD Scenario. His framework can run under Java Agent Development Framework (JADE), a software framework implemented in the Java language. Tavares et.al [13] chose Python Language to implement BDD. The result using Python Language had minimized error rate in functional and unit level.

Considering the previous studies, we attempt to develop BDD-based automated acceptance testing using codeception. One of the advantages of the codeception tool is that there is a BDD model test-case, it is capable of directly testing and documenting how the test runs. If there is an error during the test, the codeception can provide information to the user where the error is. To the best of our knowledge, no tools are publicly available for automating the process and this is may be the first one of its type.

The need for using the tool codeception is a special BDD model test-case that requires writing according to the codeception tool format. This is a problem if the testers who have BDD model testing scenarios must adjust the scenario with the format codeception tool. The solution to this problem is to use automation tools, the testing scenarios owned by testers can be transformed according to the format codeception tool. Therefore, this study will build tools that can transform BDD modeled test scenarios into codeception formatted test-cases, so tools will be available to create BDD models, test scenarios owned by testers can be transformed automatically, and time taken to use fewer codeception tools. The purpose of this study is to build tools that can automatically create Behavior-Driven Development test-cases for web-based software.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. User Stories and Scenarios in BDD

User stories are multi-purpose natural language, which can be used to explain user desire, product descriptions, planning items, tokens for a conversation, or mechanism for deferring conversation [14, 15]. User stories greatly ease communication with end users who have no background in IT knowledge. User stories are semi-structure languages [16], with a simple template shown in Fig. 1. A simple example of user stories is as follows [17] “As a Facebook user, I want to be able to login into my account, so that I can share my photos”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>As a &lt;type of user&gt;, I want &lt;some goals&gt; so that &lt;some reasons&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Fig. 1 A Simple User Story Template

Despite it provides convenience in understanding system features, user stories still have some obstacles in their implementation. Natural language is difficult to understand and process directly by the computer, so for some processes that should be automated it must be done manually (for example: making a test case). In addition, the process of validation and verification of Existing user stories often creates conflicts between users and developers. This is caused by the ambiguity caused using user stories and the scope described in the user story is unclear. To overcome this problem, the user stories can be detailed using acceptance criteria [18].

North [19] and Cohn [20] introduced user stories template with a set of scenarios that describe the acceptance criteria. The user story template and an example can be seen in Fig. 2 and Fig.3, respectively. Scenarios describe how system features must behave in certain circumstances and an event occurs. The results of scenarios are actions that change the state of the system or produce system output. The attributes of scenario consist of the Title, Given is an initial condition before the scenario is run (precondition), When is the condition when the user (As a) performs an action, and Then is the response of the system. This user story scenario uses the standard Gherkin language [21]. Gherkin language is a domain specific language create especially for behaviors descriptions [22].
B. Codeception

Codeception is a versatile, feature-rich testing framework for PHP web-based applications. It provides automated testing tools based on BDD scenarios to help developers and testers focus on testing. Codeception support acceptance testing, functional testing, and unit testing [23]. In acceptance testing, codeception provides several functions. These functions are used to document the testing steps that will occur, so that the codeception is able to understand the test desired by the user [24]. Table 1 presents these functions and explains their use in acceptance testing. Like other tools, codeception also requires several components to be run. These components are Composer and Terminal (on Mac) or Command line (on Windows) [25].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Codeception function</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I-&gt;wantTo('Input');</td>
<td>Desired scenario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-&gt;urlInPage('Input');</td>
<td>Precondition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-&gt;click('#Element');</td>
<td>When the user presses a button</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-&gt;fillField('#Element', 'Input');</td>
<td>When the user fills in a column</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-&gt;selectOption('#Element', 'Input');</td>
<td>When the user selects an option</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-&gt;seeInCurrentUrl('Input');</td>
<td>Validate the current user's page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-&gt;wait('Input');</td>
<td>Wait for a few seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-&gt;see('Input');</td>
<td>Validation of visible parts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-&gt;dontSee('Input');</td>
<td>Validation of the invisible parts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-&gt;seeElement('#Element');</td>
<td>Validation on elements</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. METHODS

This study produced a tool that can generate a Behavior-Driven Model test-case on a web-based application. Identification of inputs, processes, and outputs are needed to be able to build this tool. The input in this tool is a BDD scenario. The process carried out is inputting the BDD scenario transformed into a codeception test-cases. The
output of this tool is a codeception test-case file that is ready to run. Illustration of system architecture can be seen in Fig. 4.

There are five steps carried out in the study. The first step is the creation of a mapping table that contains guidance for transforming the BDD scenario into a test-case codeception. The second step is designing the process that determines the method for transforming BDD scenarios into codeception test-case. The third fourth step is designing the output which contains how to create a new file according to the codeception format. Tool evaluation is done by collecting questionnaires and responses from users. The detailed research procedure can be seen in Fig. 4.

A. Analysis and Table Mapping Design

There were two sets that must be made; those are the set of BDD scenarios and the set of codeception test-case. The element of the set of codeception test-case was the codeception function in the acceptance test, whereas the element of the BDD scenario set is the translation of the codeception test-case set of elements from the user point of view when performing the activity. BDD scenario elements were divided into three parts: the precondition, the When I section, and the Then I section.

In the set of test-case codeception, there is a function I->wantTo('Input'), I->amOnPage('Input') which is a precondition in the BDD scenario. Then there is I->click('#Element'), I->fillField('#Element','Input'), I->selectOption('#Element','Input') which is part of When I in the BDD scenario. In the part Then I there are I->seeInCurrentUrl('Input'), I->wait('Input'), I->see('Input'), I->dontSee('Input'), dan I->seeElement('#Element'). BDD Scenario to Codeception test-case mapping table shown in Fig. 5.
B. Process Design

The design process discusses how the process of changing each inputted BDD scenario into a codeception test-case file. There are two processes that will be shaped, namely the transformation process and the process of making a test-case file.

The transformation process begins when the user finishes inputting the entire scenario. The system reads each step of the input scenario and then converts it to a codeception function according to the mapping table (See Fig. 5). For example, if at the scenario stage there is **When I Press The Button ('Login')** it will be changed to **I->click('Login');**. The transformation process is stopped when there is no longer a BDD scenario to be transformed. After each BDD scenario is successfully changed based on the mapping table, the system then creates a file with the same title as the scenario name using '.php' as a file extension.

C. Output Implementation

The output of this tool is a test-case file that ready to be used in codeception tools. The title of scenario in the input scenario is used as the filename, then followed by the word 'Cept' because the codeception tool only runs with that format. The contents of the test-case file are the result of the transformation of the inputted scenario. The extension of the file that is formed is '.php' because the acceptance testing of the codeception tool can only run files with that extension.

IV. RESULTS

A. GUI Design

In using tools, users interact with the system through the graphical user interface. Interaction design is arranged so that users can easily use the tool. The entire input scenario process will use the GUI form. Entering the BDD scenario begins with the precondition of the BDD scenario (Fig. 6a). In accordance with the precondition attribute of the BDD scenario, the input form must consist of 1 text box to fill the scenario title, 1 text box to fill the user's starting page position (Given I Am On), and 1 submits button to complete the preconditioning process.

After preconditions, the BDD scenario must have a scenario step (Fig. 6b). Filling out the scenario steps is done by adding one by one the scenario steps. The scenario step in the BDD scenario begins with the choice of **When I or Then I**. The functions contained in the mapping table are according to **When I** or **Then I** choices and followed by their identities. To fill in the scenario steps, the step input screen scenario must consist of 1 dropdown to select **When I** or **Then I**, 1 dropdown to select the choice of functions contained in the mapping table, 1 text box to fill in the identity of the required function, along with 1 button to submit to add to the scenario step.

When the user has finished creating the step-by-step scenario and wants to change or delete the scenario steps, Users must be able to make these changes. Changing or deleting scenarios can occur when there has been at least one step scenario. In the GUI there is information on the steps of the scenario that you want to change, which part you want to change (Fig. 6c). Changeable parts are the sequence of steps, the choice of **When I** / **Then I**, the choice of functions, or changing the identity of the function.
In order to use this tool, Software under tests and the BDD scenario must be prepared in advance. Software Under test is in form of web application. The web application will be tested based on the testing scenario, which is made in the form of a BDD scenario. Fig. 7 shows an example of a BDD scenario. BDD scenario can be obtained from the transformation of the use case scenario that was created at the software analysis and design phase.

In order to generate codeception test code, the information from the BDD scenario is entered to the tool. scenario name (scenario: login success) and precondition (Given i am on: login.php) are inputed in tool, as shown in Fig. 8a. every step in the BDD scenario is entered to the tool, as shown in Fig. 8b. Fig. 8c shows the results of all the scenario steps that have been entered into the tool.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCENARIO: LOGIN SUCCESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GIVENIAMON: LOGIN.PHP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHEN I: Fill the field &quot;Username&quot; with &quot;Adam&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AND I: Fill the field &quot;Password&quot; with &quot;Adam123&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AND I: Click the button &quot;LOGIN&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THEN I: Am on page &quot;home.php&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7 Example of a BDD scenario

After all the scenarios are entered into the tool, users can generate a test case. The result is a test case code as shown in Fig. 9. This code can be downloaded and directly executed using a codeception framework to test the system (seen in Fig. 10)
B. Evaluation

The tool has been tested by inputting several BDD scenarios into the system and producing output as desired. The tool is able to transform the BDD scenario into a test-case file in the codeception format. This test-case file can be executed directly within codeception framework.
The evaluation of the tool was done by gathering respondents and distributing questionnaires. We posted an online questionnaire and link to our tools, so a respondent can run the tool and evaluate it. Most of the respondents are entry-level programmers. Respondents were asked to prepare test case scenario as input of the system.

After respondent tries out the system, then they fill up the questionnaire based on their experience (seen in Fig. 11). Respondents’ responses were collected to verify the functionality, accuracy, and satisfaction of the tool.

![Fig. 10 Example of Test code generated](image)

There were 19 respondents, 6 respondents had made test cases manually before, while 13 respondents who first made a test case using this tool. All respondents agree that this tool can convert BDD scenarios into test-cases based on the codeception format and can be used directly within the framework. It was concluded that this tool has fulfilled the required functionality. Most of the respondents were satisfied when they were given the opportunity to test the tool, 18 respondents said they wanted to use this tool again.

V. DISCUSSION

In the perspective of agile software development, BDD is compiled based on user stories and scenarios. User stories and scenarios are arranged according to the normal flow, alternatives and exceptions of user stories. With the automated test case generator tool, it is expected to accelerate the process of software development especially the process of decomposing user stories into user stories and scenarios. User stories can have 3 levels of desire, namely goal, task, capability. In software development practices, the goal level must be broken down into more atomic user stories that have the type of task or capability. By implementing BDD in software development, automatically the developer must change the user story to the type of task and capability. This can improve the quality of the user story in the requirements engineering phase, especially in defining user stories as requirements artifacts.

The development of tools for generating BDD test cases is still a one-time creation of user stories and scenarios. In a sense if there are changes of scenarios after the test case has been generalized, the tester must start from scratch to generate the test case. Respondents also gave suggestions to improve the UI / UX of the tool so that it was easier and not confusing respondents.

From the results of the evaluation, we realized that the tools we develop can help entry level programmers in developing automated tests, but it needs some improvements to be able to use this tool at the production level and be used by professional software development, such as improve the tool in UI/UX, able to re-read and change test cases.
from test cases that were successfully generated before, adding an automated test repository system as proposed by Rahman and Gao [26], or integrating with tools to help in generating source code [27].

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The results support main contributions of this study, users (entry level programmers) can make it easier to do Behavior-Driven Development testing using this tool. In this study, a tool has been developed to help users create codeception test code simply by entering information from a use case scenario. This tool uses the standard Gherkin language to be entered by users into the system, based on the use case scenario. The output is a test code that is ready to be executed by the user using codeception framework. For future work, we will try to combine the requirements model with the test case generator. Especially, user story and user story scenario can be used to generate automated system testing.
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